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Remixed
This pattern is a part of the Remixed
collection, which is all about making and using
recycled yarns, with knit accessory designs
meant to work well with those unique yarns,
due to their flexible gauge and sizing. This
versatility makes them a great fit for pretty
much any yarn you'd like to use, including
inconvenient yarn leftovers, handspun yarns, or
single skeins of something special. The
flexibility of the patterns also means they can
be made differently every time you knit them,
by changing yarn weight and other specifics
for a whole different look - so you can remix
your yarn, and then remix the pattern itself!
If you want to learn more about Remixed,
head to leethalknits.com, where you’ll also
find lots of other patterns which will work with
any weight yarn and/or which are great for
using up leftovers or unusual yarn types.

others are short rows, all in varying lengths,
making the slanted shape of the scarf. The
simple knit/purl pattern is mostly strips of garter
stitch, but the short rows make for occasional
small bits of 4 by 4 ribbing.
This pattern is ideal for using up yarn
scraps, of all different lengths starting as short
as around 10 inches / 25 cm (you shouldn't use
more than just a few that short, as your scrap
lengths should all be different). You'll use
these small scraps for the short rows, and
longer scraps for the full rows, so gather all the
leftovers you can find! If you don't want to use
leftovers, you can use any kind of yarn you
want; you can either make each row a different
color from the last, or play around with striping
multiple rows in the same color for a different
look. Use yarn in any weight you like, as any
gauge will work.

(Slanted & Enchanted is copyright Lee
Meredith 2011/reedited in 2015 - for personal
use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks!
Visit the leethalknits.com faq page or the
leethal ravelry group if you have questions or
need help.)

S lanted & E n c h a n te d
This scarf is a very simple pattern, but by
using all leftover yarn scraps to work each row
in a different color, you'll make a completely
unique work of art for your neck - vary yarn
weights and textures as well as color for the
most interesting looking fabric. The easy
garter-stitch-esque stitch pattern is worked
asymmetrically with very basic short rows (no
need to deal with wrapping, since there is no
turning!) making one end of the scarf twice the
width of the other end.
The piece is worked across lengthwise,
always in the same direction, starting every row
at the same end, and leaving tails along both
edges for fringe. Every other row is a complete
row, worked across all the stitches, and the
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